Genetic algorithm is one of the random searches algorithm. Genetic algorithm is a method that uses genetic evolution as a model of problem solving. Genetic algorithm for selecting the best population, but the choices are not as heuristic information to be used in specific issues. In order to obtain optimal solutions and efficient use of fuzzy systems with heuristic rules that we would aim to increase the efficiency of parallel genetic algorithms using fuzzy logic immigration, which in fact do this by optimizing the parameters compared with the use of fuzzy system is done.
Introduction characteristic of a good gene breeding a new
generation [1] and in solving complex problems, simple GA do not work well, but the field of genetic algorithms called parallel genetic algorithm to solve the problem of time-consuming and complex, easier to work and reduces costs and to prevent sudden convergence and sharing high-quality solution method) (MPGA that we use, consists different models and eventually parallel genetic algorithm immigration
Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Since the early 1950s, attempts to simulate the phenomenon of human evolution began for computers among many researchers in the field of mathematical sciences and engineering were attracted to this area. Finally, in the early 1970s, John Holland (John Holland), in his book introduced the GA as a tool to optimize public. GA is a special kind of evolutionary algorithms derived from natural evolution and genetic in nature.
A disciple of John Holland, David Goldberg sporadic tasks that had been raised by the Holland with the results of own research, published in the form of a comprehensive book. It can be said Goldberg, with the publication of the book has contributed most to the development and introduction of genetic algorithms. These Algorithms are powerful search methods that are used to solve different problems in all areas.
A -The genetic algorithm steps
• Create random population and assessment of (population)
• Parental choice and combine them to create a population of children (crossover)
• Select members of the crowd for mutation (mutation) • reaching a specified number of NFE GA by roulette wheels or race, select the best of the population [1] . Although GAs are not very complicated in terms of performance but are costly and time-consuming algorithm. In this algorithm, the larger and more complex the problem, the program will increase its costs.
Evaluate people by sending a fraction of the population to any available processor, parallelism occurs. Relationship shown when each of the agents are all individuals assess their fitness values return to the original community.
Parallel Genetic Algorithm (PGA)
Parallel implementation of a simple genetic algorithm, called parallel genetic algorithm. [3] This method in some problems, including the problem-solving task scheduler is used as the solution of this problem by applying different constraints and different priority optimization can be achieved. PGA because the issues raised by the GA simple, to find the optimal solution in the search space is very large, very long execution time needed by the PGA, less time to reach the optimal solution. In addition, PGA has significant advantages in terms of scalability and performance. PGA simply heterogeneous computers on a network or on a parallel supercomputer to be implemented.
GA, which simply means it can be parallelized related to the following:
• In what ways competency assessment solutions and mutation are applied,
• How to select the operator to apply, for example, local or national selection (the sample)
• Have one or several sub-population of the community is used (the interaction between the community),
• If several sub-population used how solutions can be exchanged among them.
PGA has different methods as follows:
The method #2 used here. This method involves adding the periodic migration of chromosomes among processing elements by independent PGA. The purpose of this procedure is to prevent the sudden convergence and share solutions with high quality technology. Migration of chromosomes occurs after a certain number of repetitions. Each processing element has its own local copy of the chromosome to the processing element number 1 to number n to the first step of sending immigrants, then the second step of the migration of n to send to the processing element (2) and so on. Chromosomal that received the worst alternative local chromosome unless a chromosome as the chromosome exist below the entry. In the analysis of a number of subpopulations in the name of the community to break down. Sectors (as part of the country) are separated and people are fully within a section. The operator added that migration called for the movement of people from one section to the other sections of this operator is used. If people can migrate from one part to another part of the island is called. Migration can be controlled with different parameters such as the rate of immigration, the structure of immigration, like worst, best and random immigration. 
Hierarchical models
Here we use master/slave method for implementation. The algorithm used in this method only gives a society and just assessment of parallel conduct, or the genetic operators and evaluation of individuals is done in parallel. And this method does not affect the behavior of the GA.
Fuzzy system
Fuzzy systems, are knowledge based systems and their rules. The heart of a fuzzy system is a knowledge database that consists of fuzzy IF-THEN rules. An if-then fuzzy rule is an if-then statement that some words are marked by continuous membership functions [2] . In this article we use Mamdani fuzzy system to regulate and control the GA parameters to improve performance.
When we use a fuzzy system as a controller then called fuzzy controller. A control problem is designing fuzzy controller that produce the best objectives. These objectives include:
1. The pursuit of well-being 2. The lack of effect of noise and distortion in the output 3. low sensitivity to changes in process control output 4. The stability of the system under different conditions then briefly explain Mamdani fuzzy system
Mamdani fuzzy system
in 1975, Mamdani and Asylyan determined a basic framework for the fuzzy controller applied it to a steam engine [2] . They found that the construction a fuzzy controller is very simple and works well. Here we are referring to the Mamdani fuzzy system that is used in this experiment. In this model, the rules are as follows:
(1) If x is A1 and y is B1 then z is C1 (2) If x is A2 and y is B2 then z is C2 For example, if the room temperature is "slightly high" and humidity is "quite a lot". Then the air conditioning set on "high or high" position.
The Fuzzy Migration Parallel Genetic
Algorithm (FMPGA) in PGA algorithms, cutting rate and mutation rate specified by the user, but in this article these rates are produced by the fuzzy system each time that this method significantly increases the efficiency of PGA algorithms.
The input fuzzy systems is as follows:
That it's output is mutation rate.
Test:
We have done a test, using the PGA, consider 1000 population that is divided into a scale of 100. This indicates the presence of 100 genes per chromosome.
Our population is divided into 5 sub-200 respectively. By MPGA the best solution of all subpopulations migrate to neighboring subpopulations. (Ring topology) FPGA parameters using fuzzy rules regulating the PGA subpopulations that Mamdani fuzzy laws have been used here (that is, the mutation parameters are fuzzy and fuzzy cut). In this way we archive of the chromosomes (5%) of the subpopulations that are stored in each time you run make. When the archive is filled this population replace as main population again. And in this system we use Mamdani system Figure 1 : the above chart has been drawn for total population 1000 which is divided to 5 subpopulation 200 that NFE=500500 in BestCost=0.2485 
conclusion
in this paper we did an experiment to optimize the GA parameters using fuzzy system. Mutations in the genetic algorithm parameters specified by the user, but in our tests these parameters are determined each time by the fuzzy system and the results show that the parameters that have been set by FMPGA algorithm is better than parameter that produced by MPGA in quality and performance. In fact, although in MPGA the best answer migrate from the neighboring populations and have good results, but, in FMPGA method, before migration the best answers to the neighboring populations by FPGA, all parameters optimized through fuzzy system (Mamdani). We try to optimize GA parametersalso, offer new ways to choose the best population replacement rates Table 1 : Dimention=100, Population Size=1000
